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 iphone 6/6 plus and that's all i'm getting in terms of system settings. @wxl [ and that's all i'm getting in terms of system
settings.], can you access Settings â�� About sure should i even be using the machine as i was? XD you can use it if you want,

no problem oh ok Well, I can connect, but no issue getting the system settings. i'm sure it's related to it being upgraded Possibly
@wxl [ i'm sure it's related to it being upgraded], Oh, I did not upgrade, I just installed this from the.iso, but I suspect that the
problem is related to the fresh install (from iso) oh well that's fine. but to confirm the original problem persists, i just created a
new user and logged in it works fine But if that's a fix for you, that's fine. It's the first thing I could try. nope. nevermind i think
i might have figured it out well it was my dumbness i was thinking the wifi was old and the wifi card was old turns out it was the

wifi card *shrug* @wxl [ but to confirm the original problem persists, i just created a new user â�¦], That sounds as good an
explanation as any, in this case. @wxl [ i was thinking the wifi was old and the wifi card was old], But maybe they are both old,

and it's really something else But it's strange that the problem is gone after a fresh install. So 82157476af
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